The Pedal 4 Pierce team were introduced to
Glorfy unbreakable at the Rocky Trail
Shimano Grand Prix Round 2. Set amoungst
the vineyards of James Estate we had our
transition tent setup and our riders were
enjoying the trails. Shortly after the race
started Paul from Glorfy setup his tent and
layed out his range of eyewear next to our
team tent. During the day the team had a
try of the glasses and got chatting about
what Pedal 4 Pierce does, without hesitation
(or asking) Paul donated two sets of goggles
for the next fundraiser and from there our
friendship and relationship with Gloryfy started.
A few phone calls, a catch up over coffee and a demo at Onya Bike followed. Chris and I had soon
chosen a set of glasses to test out at the next race. Paul hooked us up with the G9 (Chris) and G4
(Nigel) models and for the race at Ourimbah had selected the Orange lenses to match our logo!
We have always made sure we get a good set of glasses for riding, wether its in full sunlight,
complete darkness of even commuting in the rain, protecting your eyes is a high priority. So when
Paul explained that these glasses (frames and lenses) are unbreakable we had to give this a try!
Taking a hammer to the lenses, squeezing them together and then twisting the frames to places they
just shouldn’t be without damaging them you know they really are unbreakable!
Putting on the different lenses really puts the hard
work and testing by Glorfy in to perspective, the
clarity and comfort of these glasses are just
amazing. As stated, our first race wearing the
Glorfy glasses was at Ourimbah, an ever changing
track with multiple changes in light and terrain.
To say these glasses performed well above
expectations is an understatement, as Chris said
“these glasses are awesome, so light, perfect
vision and worked so well in the varying
conditions, even out here in full sunlight”
The visual clarity was superb in the singletrack, every item of the trail stood out and at some points
helped bring track conditions to the fore. The changes from full sun and light trails to forest
engulfed dark soil terrain were displayed with clarity, at times you even forgot you had the glasses
on, they are seriously light!
Since race day we’ve tested the glasses in all conditions, commuting in dense fog, heavy rain, bright
winter morning sun and overcast days just on dusk and the orange lenses have given our eyes
protection and great visability in all those conditions. On our local trails the eye wear has
outperformed other brands we have used in the past easily handling the low light of the pine forests
and the open sunlit areas of Stromlo.

We’ve added the clear lenses to our collection
as well as the darker F4 lenses and all have
performed perfectly. After showing a number
of fellow riders and letting them test out the
glasses they have raved about the Gloryfy
product, we’ve even bought Mum a set for her
birthday!
There are many styles and colour options to
choose from and you can also get prescription lenses made up. Luckily the styles we use are colour
coded to our kit, looking thru the web page you will see that the designs are modern, euro-chic and
practical all rolled into the unbreakable package. A point of note is that the G-Flex piece on the
nasal bridge is very streamlined and despite this, the glasses don’t slip down or feel uncomfortable
which is great for those 7 hour solo rides and the epic all day road rides. The overall fit (to our heads
at least) is comfortable, light and they are just
as good off the bike as they are on the bike, our
recent trip to Adelaide for hockey saw the
Gloryfy’s worn everyday whilst pitch side.
Pedal 4 Pierce raises much need funds and
awareness for the Muscular Dystrophy
Foundation Australia, with the support of the
community and companies such as Gloryfy
unbreakable we can work together and make a
difference. Paul has been very generous to us
and through this we encourage of friends,
family and supporters to have a look at the Gloryfy range and when you make a purchase you will be
helping others.
Pedal 4 Pierce was created by
Chris in 2009 at the age of 10, his
idea was to “ride my bike around
Stromlo and people can sponsor
me” he decided to do this to
“help people who research
things”. Pedal 4 Pierce was
created to help find a treatment
and cure for the many forms of
Muscular Dystrophy. Pierce is a
young Canberra boy who suffers
from a rare form of Congenital
Muscular Dystrophy – we ride for
Pierce and all those affected by Muscular Dystrophy.
We’d like to thank Gloryfy unbreakable and Paul for supporting us.

